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1. Introduction

For functions like video amplifiers or analog switches, high

voltage analog stages may be needed on the chip. In this re

port a lateral 300 volt DMOST which can be integrated in a

standard bipolair IC-process is described. Measurements of

the electric behaviour of the device and physical considera

tions have led to a good insight in the operation of the

device. with the insights gained the electric behaviour of

the lateral high voltage DMOST has been modelled. The DC

model which is developed is characterized by 33 parameters.

To determine these parameters an algorithm is developed. The

performance of the derived DC model with the algorithm for

parameter determination is very good: errors of less than 5%

between measured characteristics and the curves simulated by

the DC model are easily attained.

In addition the input gate capacitance and the temperature

dependence of the threshold voltage are investigated.
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2. The high voltage lateral DMOST

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter the structure of a high voltage DMOST is

explained and the associated modes of operation are

discussed. Measured characteristics will be shown and

briefly discussed.

2.2 General description

The structure of the device is shown in fig. 2.1. we can

destinquish an n+ source and drain, a p-backgate connec

ted to the source contact, a polysilicon gate located on

0.1 pm thin oxide and an extension of the aluminium

source contact, called a field plate.

To understand the operation of this high voltage tran-

1
'O~j

-------------------
(

I~ -3)
p-sc.<hst/l.C<.t~ 'i-tO em

Fig. 2. 1 Structure and dimensions of the investigated

lateral high voltage DMOST. The picture is

drawn to Bcale, except the p-subBtrate and the

substrate contact wbich is schematically

indicated.
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sistor we will first consider the potential distribution

in the currentless situation. Therefore we assume the

source, gate and substrate to be grounded. with zero

drain voltage the depletion regions are located as shown

in fig. 2.2. When a positive drain voltage is applied

the width of the existing depletion regions increases.

Due to the electric field caused by the potential

difference between the grounded field plate an extra

depletion region is formed, see fig. 2.3. Note that only

a negligible current flows through the device because of

the reverse biased p-n junctions. Because of the field

plate the potential difference between drain and source

is gradually divided throughout the epilayer. This means

that gate corner breakdown or punch trough in the p-back

gate due to high drain-source voltages is postponed. A

computer calculation in which the poissoin equation is

solved in two dimentions clearly shows this phenomenon,

see fig. 2.4.

/ / // - dltple ~ed
Ql'tea

5555'//z555'///,'///z555'2552555$$$55'z5Jj);2jl

Pig. 2.2 Zero-bias depletion regions.
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//// - dtLpleted.
cvtea.

Pig. 2.3 Depletion regions for positive applied drain

potential. Note the extra depletion region

caused by the field plate that is not present
in fig. 2.2.
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.. I:

PdT

Pig. 2.4 Equipotential lines in the lateral DMOST in

the currentless situation calculated by the

program SEMMY which solves the poisson

equation in two dimensions. The solid line

perpendicular to the equipotential lines

indicates the location of highest electric

field. The highest electric field in the

situation depicted above (Vd-100 V) is 16 V/~m

which is well below the avalanche breakdown

field of low doped silicon ( -30 V/~m. see
[1J ) •

III2IO£CIIO

SEt.4MY
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Beyond a certain positive gate-source potential an electron

channel is formed under the gate (inversion layer), and

electrons originating from the n+ source are injected into

the depleted epi layer. The injected electrons drift towards

the drain and the transistor is ·on". At sufficiently large

gate bias the injected electrons form an accumulation layer

under the gate in the n-epi region, and in consequence the

epi layer under the gate is no longer depleted. Due to the

electric field caused by the field plate the electron

current is forced down into the epi layer, this is illustra

ted in fig. 2.5.

Regarding to the doping concentration of the epi layer we

can see that a compromise between low on-resistance of the

transistor and high voltage performance must be made. A low

epitaxial doping concentration results in an large depletion

region caused by the field plate which is capable of taking

up high drain-source potentials. However, at the same time

the ohmic resistance of the remaining epi layer is

increased.

In the devices available the doping concentration of epi

layer and bulk are respectively 10 15 cm3 and 5.10 14 cm3 as

stated in fig. 2.1. In this case the transistor will handle

drain source potentials over 300V and can also be used as a

source follower, allowing source-substrate potentials op to

300V.

~~ :-~~r'~ ~~ ;:w'- J,.pl<t<~ «...

~ - CUJl.4-tht pa.tJr

Fig. 2.5. Current path in the lateral DMOST for sufficiently

large gate bias.
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2.3 Modes of operation

Before considering the DC-behaviour more precisely it

is convenient to divide the device into three regions as

shown in fig. 2.6. The following regions are observed: 1) an

n-channel MOST region, 2) an injection region, 3) a drift

region.

SO£l:'tce cMc:&.41l

·\:A'tr·Lp" \~
I I : i
~~~!~~ 3 • :

I. n..-cJ,.Q.nnLI !nos - t1.c;c.flsf.s to"!

2. ill jcc tion 1I,"t"l

3 . ol4ift 'UJ-irHZ

Fig. 2.6 Division in regions of the lateral DMOST.
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When a drain current flows, two situations have to be dis

tinquished with respect to the electron channel in the p

backgate. First, the electron channel in the p-backgate

exists from a to b (fig. 2.7. a). Secondly, pinch off

occurring at point b (fig. 2.7 b)

s-.-tce.

~b

___~P__~:-_-dtc.t_.. c."'......,el
L..- Cl

Fig. 2.7 a

Illustration of the electron

channel in the p-backgate in the situation that

the MOST region operates in the triode mode.

'-~~"""II.'.-11''...-- b
p inch off point

L..-__ de. c. t/Lon c hrA" fI d
L..- Q.

Fig. 2.7 b

Illustration of the electron channel in the

p-backgate in the situation that pinch off has

occurred. The MOsT-region operates in the

pentode mode.

When we consider the second situation which is present for

large Vd and/or moderate Vg (fig. 2.7 b) the MOST region is

operating in saturation thus controlling the current through

the device. The MOST is acting as a current source controll

ed by the gate-source potential. An equivalent-circuit dia

gram for this situation is given in fig. 2.8 b. The drift

and injection region can be modelled adequately as a series

resistor depending on VD. The corresponding situation in

the silicon is illustrated in fig. 2.8 a (note that the

accumulation layer no longer exists). We call this mode of

operation the ~e~t£d~ ~o~e~ In the first situation the

current is defined by both the MOST region and the drift

region (When the accumulation layer is considered to be as a

low resistance region with negligible influence). At

moderate drain-source potential and/or large Vg the

depletion regions d, and d2 are relatively small compared to

the thickness of the epitaxial layer and the electron

current can easily pass through the drift opening h, see

fig. 2.9. The drift region can be considered as a series

resistor depending on VD. In this situation the high

voltage transistor operates in the ~r!o~e_m£d~. The

equivalent-circuit diagram is given in fig.2.9 b.
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Vd>O

~~/s //////~, ///// -d.£.fle.t~d.. (%.'l./tCt

~ -c..u-'l/l.t.nl:- pa..th

'Fig. 2.8 a

Fig. 2.8 b

Fig. 2.9 b

Depletion regions and current path in the

situation that the electron channel in the

MOST region is pinched off.

Equivalent-circuit diagram corresponding with

the situation in fig. 2.8 a.

The current path is shown in the situation

that an electron channel is present under the

entire gate. Depletion region d, is caused by

the field plate, depletion region d 2 is

originating from the substrate-epi layer

junction. The neutral remaining

conducting cross-section is indicated by hI h

is called the drift opening.

Equivalent-circuit diagram corresponding with

the situation in fig. 2.9 a.
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At increasing drain potential the depletion regions d1 and

d2 expand thus narrowing the drift opening h. The electric

behaviour of the drift region is similar to that of a

junction FET. The maximum drift velocity of the electrons

occurs at the narrowest drift opening, see fig. 2.10 a. For

sufficiently high lateral electric field, the electrons can

reach a saturation drift velocity. At increasing drain-sour

ce potential h is reduced and subsequently the lateral elec

tric field at the minimum drift opening increases. As a

result the electron velocity increases.

region of max.
electron drif t
velocity

Fig. 2.10 a Illustration of the situation in which the

drift opening is small compared to the

thickness of the epitxial layer. For

sufficiently large lateral electric field the

electrons reach their saturation drift

velocity in the depicted region. In this

situation a further an increase of the

electrical current due to an increase in drain

potential is no longer possible.

Fig. 2.10 b Equivalent-circuit diagram corresponding with

the situation in fig. 2.10 a~
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This tendency holds until the electrons reach their satura

tion drift velocity. In that situation an arbitrary poten

tial drop can appear across the region in which the elec

trons exhibit their saturation drift velocity. As a conse

quence any further increase of the drain-source potential

appears across this region of maximum drift velocity. There

fore the drain current will no longer increase at increasing

drain potential, this means that the current has reached its

absolute maximum value and is essentially independent of the

drain-source and gate-source potential This maximum current

is given by eq. 2.1.

W

I max = W.hmin·n.q.vsat

channel width

( 2 • 1 )

hmin

n

q

Vsat

minimum drift opening

doping concentration of the epi layer

electron charge

saturation drift velocity of the electrons

In this situation the drift region can be considered as a

current source. This mode of operation is called the maxi

~u~ mo~e of the high voltage lateral DMOST. The equivalent

circuit diagram is given in fig. 2.10 b.

Fig. 2. t t The depletion width originating from the

substrate-epi junction is enlarged by applying

a negative substrate potential.
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For certain applications it is desirable that the transistor

can also be used as a source follower. Then the entire

structure is biased positively with respect to the substra

te. In practice this can be described by applying a negative •

substrate bias, see fig. 2.11. The depletion region arising

from the substrate extends into the epi-layer with increa

sing Vas' this results in a decrease of the maximum drain

-source current at given Vd.

1---1l1' ~

a)

b)

c)

MOST region in pinch off

situation (~e~t~d~ ~o~el

MOST region in triode model

electrons in the drift region

travel with their saturation

velocity (~a~i~u~ ~o~el.

Fig. 2.12 a+b+c The Vas dependence of the drift region is

included in the equivalent-circuit

diagrams.

For that reason we will include a Vas dependence of the

drift region in the equivalent-circuit diagrams, see fig.

2. 1 2 •

2.4 Measured Characteristics

Figure 2.13 shows the typical Ids-Vds characteristics of the

high voltage lateral DMOST. The effect of decreasing maximum

current at increasing Vas is clearly illustrated. Note

that as long as the MOST region operates in the pentode mode,
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8 0 ....-------------------, Fig. 2.13 a

6030

v,s=O

40

_----------8
------------,

10

L---------------~
10

30

So

I
J

(",A) 1'0
..oS &0

Fig. 2.13 C

Fig. 2.13 b

Fig. 2. 13 a+b+c

Measured Ids-Vds characteristics with

grounded source. At increasing VBS it is

observed that the maximum current for a

given value of Vds is decreased.

Fig. 2. 13 d

Extended measured Ids-Vds characteristics

with grounded source. Breakdown is observed

for drain potentials well over 300V. Note

that the value of VBS has no influence on

the drain current as long as the MOST

region operates in the pentode mode. In

that situation the MOST region can be

sUbstituted by a current source dependent

on Vgs • See the equivalent-circuit diagram

shown in fig. 2.12 a.
'too
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the drain current is independent of VBS. The slight depen

dence of Ids on VBS in the pentode mode, as made observ

able in fig. 2.13 d, is due to a static feedback of the

drift and accumulation region to the electron channel. This

effect is illustrated in fig. 2.14. It is observed that the

electric field attracks extra electrons from the n+-source

into the electron channel thus increasing its conductivity

and subsequently the drain current for a given value of the

drain potential. This effect may be interpreted as an appa

rent threshold voltage shift lineair with drain voltage DJ.

Fig. 2.14 When the electron channel in the MOST

region is pinched off, the electric field

attracks extra electrons from the sourCe

into the electron chann~l, causing a higber

cbannel conductivity. This effect can be

interpreted as a capacitive coupling

between the electron channel and the n-epi

layer.

The partitioning of the measured Ids - Vds curves in rela

tion with the derived equivalent-circuit diagrams is shown

3010

ma.1l i /IIlum "..ot/..l. is
indicr.c.ted. by d"tt'tI ""'c

10

in fig. 2.15.

10

~o

30

80,.....--------------------.......,

horizontal line. For completeness the

corresponding equivalent-circuit diagrams are also given.

The hatcbed areas indicate two operation modes of the lateral DMOST. The maximum mode is

not indicated by an area, but consists of a

Fig. 2.15
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2.5. The threshold voltage

The threshold voltage of a lateral high voltage CMOST is ob

tained by measuring the Ids-Vgs curve when the device opera

tes in the pentode mode. In that situation the drain current

is controlled by the MOST region. Referring to a convention

al MOST it is expected that the relation between the drain

current and the gate-source potential is quadratic in the

pentode mode. It seems that this quadratic relation in the

pentode mode also holds for the lateral CMOST at moderate

gate-source potentials. Therefore the square root of the

measured drain current is plotted versus the gate-source

potential. The intercept of the extrapolated Ids-Vgs

curve with the Vgs-abcis yields the threshold voltage. For

the investigated devices the threshold voltage is 2.4 volts

and corresponds with a drain current of 20 ~A when the

device operates in the pentode mode, see fig. 2.16.

- - - t'1 t,;,o.po 144-««
euAV~

2

Sl&btft"l&IhoLIi
'u9 ioft

11
o

-- VIas' V.e"1SI4.S ~s
in the. penrod eo
mode.

Pig. 2.16. vrds vs. Vgs in the pentode mode for a lateral

high voltage DMOST. Beyond the subthreshold

region the curve is lineair. Extrapolation of

this lineair part to zero drain current yields

the threshold voltage.
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3. Modelling of the DC-behaviour

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter a DC-model of the high voltage lateral DMOST

is derived.

The model is based on the physical operation of the device.

Non homogeneous doping profiles are taken into account and a

two-dimensional analysis of the doping profile has been

made.

A complete DC-model with parameter list is derived.

3.2 The influence of velocity saturation

At low electric fields the drift velocity in a semiconductor

is proportional to the electric field, and this propor

tionality is called the mobility, which is independent of

the electric field. At sufficiently large fields, however,

nonlinearities in mobility occur and eventually the drift

velocity reaches its saturation value. This is illustrated

in fig. 3.1-

Because the distance between source and drain in the lateral

DMOST is about 32 pm (see fig. 2.1) and drain-source vol

tages up to 300 V are allowed, it is obvious that in model

ling this transistor velocity saturation effects have to be

taken into account. Drift velocity saturation of the elec

trons can be described by defining a field dependent mobi

lity as given in eq. 3.1.

fL- ( 3 • 1 )

pL low field mobility

Ec electric field at which velocity saturation

occurs.
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The drift velocity is given by:

~ = jJ..E ( 3. 2 )

Vd drift velocity.

sat u rat ion d r if t vel 0 city (1 0 7 c m/ s) •

At increasing doping concentration the electron mobility

decreases. This leads to an increase of the critical field

when the doping concentration is increased. See eq. 3.3.

I silicon I
"i' 10

8
§
'-'

::f'ooo.....
.~ 101

! r;"o'...
~

~ IS
10

c::
o
l:...
~

Qi s
10

0.01 0.1 Ec '
e.lee.t-r. (Co li.eL d

10

(~)
/00

Pig. 3. 1 Blectron drift velocity vs. electric field for

bulk silicon. In highly doped samples the

curve is shifted to the right which results in

an increase of Bc.
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3.3 Modelling strategy

TO begin with, we will maintain the division of the struc

ture into three different types of regions as stated in

fig. 2.6. The modelling of the high voltage transistor con

sists of modelling these three regions individually, con

stantly bearing in mind the compromise between accuracy and

simplicity of the model.

There is strived for the achievement of parameters which

are strongly related to the physics of the device.

3.4 computer programs

For estimating a doping profile only the program SUPREM was

available. This program calculates the one dimensional

doping profile when the process parameters are given.

With the two dimensional program SEMMY electric potentials

and charges can be calculated in a semiconductor device,

however, only in the currentless situation.

PHILPAC is an electronic circuit simulation program in which

standard electronic elements are available, including a wide

variety of MOST-models. Throughout the modelling procedure

enhancement MOST-model level 7 is used in which velocity sa

turation effects are taken into account. For a description

see [12].

3.5 Modelling of the MOST region

As the p-backgate is made by a boron implant self aligned

with the polysilicon gate (see fig. 3.2), the doping profile

under the gate will be non homogeneous. Because the MOST-
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models in PHILPAC are based on a homogeneous doping ~oncen

tration under the gate, we cannot describe this region with

a PHILPAC MOST-model. As a consequence the following model

ling procedure has been developed:

First a two dimensional estimation of the doping profile

under the gate is made, then the channel conductance as a

function of gate potential is calculated. This has led to

new insights resulting in a simulation of the MOST region

with standard PHILPAC MOST-models.

Pig. 3.2 a) Boron is implanted

selfaligned with the

polysilicon gate. Implant

pose. 5.10- 13 cm 2 , energy.

100KeV, anneal step, 1150·C

during 3 hours.

----.....J,~{6:l:Z?*iI(~?~'C~=I!',·~(JS~~~·~...4~~-- b
___p_____'c thin oy./dL

-----::--~5,~??!fi~U:::::;,.~~~.JS~Il4A~... J!$"¥!:!!.....- e
--....;":.:....--.... '--thltl oy./dL

P
------"

Pig. 3.2 b) Boron profile after

annealing.

Pig. 3.2 c) Arsenic is implanted, also

selfaligned with the

polysilicon gate. Implant.

5.10 15 cm2 , energy. 40 KeV.

Pig. 3.2 d) After the Arsenic implant

thin oxide is grown as

illustrated. Dry OXidation,

1000·C, 10 minutes.

(Approximately 400A oxideis

formed) •

Arsenic is annealed while this

oxid layer is present. Anneal

step. 10BO·C, 4 hours.

Fig. 3.2 e) Arsenic and Boron profile

after the last anneal step.

The oxide layer formed in the

previous process step is

removed.
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To gain insight in the electric behaviour of the MOST region

it has been necessary to make an estimation of the doping

profile in the p-backgate.

The process in which the device is made, is given in fig.

3.2 a to 3.2 e. As a two or three dimensional program for

calculating doping profiles was not available, the profile is

estimated in two steps:

First the transversal doping profile is calculated with the

one dimensional program SUPREM, this is the doping profile

perpendicular to the silicon surface. The results are shown

in fig. 3.3 a and b.

2.0

--..

~~T\
....

I

S........,
Id' I a"ts&nC:c

c:
I)

'w... /9
d /0
~
c:..

10/1u
<::
I)
v

<no /6
~ 10

' ..
Q..
0

"'tS ,r
/0 r-

IO'"
,

0 I 2- 3 Itdepth ~m)

-;:;;-'\
10"0's

"-.J

c: 10"Cl
'...
~

tf
/8!;'"

"-.) 10
.c::

~·I ..·lClI.....
.c::

10/1()
\.I

~ /6'9-,. 10
Q

""tf

IO's

II/
10

0 I

I Bo"ton. I

Pig. 3.3 a) One dimensional Arsenic

concentration profile. It is

seen that the profile is not

gaussian.

Pig. 3.3 b One dimensional Boron

concentration profile. This

profile is gaussi~n.
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In the second step the transversal profiles are studied. If

the transversal profile is gaussian, then the lateral

diffusion after the annealing process is described by an

error function ~]. Theory: consider the situation depicted

in fig. 3.4.

di//t.<s'on mask

silicon

Fig. 3.4 The theotetical situation is shown of 4n ion

implant thtough a diffusion mask.
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A transversal gaussian doping profile is described by:

2
( y-y. )

N(Y) = N(Y,)· e--r- (3. 4)

N

N (Y, )

o

doping concentration

maximum doping concentration

2VOd·r· , with 0d = diffusion constant

~ = diffusion time

If we include the lateral dependence of the doping

concentration, N(X,y) is given by:

N (x, y)

F (x)

erf(x)

= N(Y) • F(x)

= 0.5 [e r f (-r)
2 IX -0

1
J=_. II/. aa

VTr'o

er f( XjX,)]
(error function)

( 3 .5)

(3 • 6 )

As an illustration the errorfunction is plotted in fig. 3.5.

-2.0 -I. S -1.0

------""""'=- - - - - _-/.0

---------=-~--

lor :l.O
x-

Fig. 3.5 plot of the error function.
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If we consider the MOST region symmetrical, similar to fig.

3.4, we can calculate the lateral doping profile with equa

tion 3.5, but only if the transversal profile is gaussian.

Then 0 can be calculated by substituting two points of the

transversal gaussian curve into equation 3.4. (peak value

and another point) •

The Boron profile is gaussian (see fig. 3.3 b), but the ar

senic profile is completely different (fig. 3.3 a). However,

an estimation of the lateral doping profile can still be.
made if the arsenic doping concentration is approximated by

the summation of two gaussian profiles (see fig. 3.6). This

yields the calculation of two 0 values, each resulting in an

independent lateral diffusion calculation described by an

error function. This may look a poor way of simulating the

arsenic lateral diffusion, however, we should nog forget

that the arsenic implant is shallow and errors in the arse

nic doping pr~file estimation only slightly affect the

doping profile of the large p-backgate (see fig. 3.2).

~,
~~-§ !\'

a'l.S£n'~......... i \

\
fXofilt.

~
.

0
/8

I \ ~a.u.5) i (I"' ..
~ /0 . a.prunc i mo.l"'ona \
~ cw..1.Ve.s
"" \~

/011
" \~
()

.
\I ,6 \

/0 .
~ \·s .
~ IS \.
~ 10 \

'If
/0 L----t----+----t---~

o

Fig. 3.6. Tbe non gaussian arsenic doping concentration can

be approximated by tbe summation of tbe two

gaussian curves sbown above.
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It is convenient to calculate the above stated relations

with the aid of the program SEMMY, since this program

calculates D if two points of the gaussian curve which is

calculated with SUPREM are given and then represents a two

dimensional plot of the doping profile. In this profile the

lateral diffusion is calculated with the error function. The

result of the calculations is shown in fig. 3.7.

"//// poLysiLic...
9",te

11-0

2,.0 Pont... .
II-56

I T-5

TABLE OF
REFERENCES
.•• 10 •• 15

/- o. 00
2- -0.10
3- -0.20
•• -0.50
S· - J. 00
S· -2.00
r· -5.00
8· -10.00
g- -20.00

10- -50.00
11--100.00

tI Y I.....- --J I T-- 58

r'~

DOPE

Fig. 3.7

DMC1S

Two dimensional plot of the boron doping

profile represented in equidope lines. The

transversal doping profile is calculated with

SUPREMo The lateral diffusion is calculated

with the error function.

1983/F£8/16

SEMMY
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3.5.2 Discussion

After determination of the doping profile of the p-backgate

an adequate simulation of the electric behaviour of the

MOST-region can be derived.

To gain insight in the electrical behaviour equipotential

lines are calculated when a gate potential of ten volts is

applied (source, drain and substrate are grounded). The

results are presented in fig. 3.8 along with the

corresponding equidope lines.

ELEC.TAIC. poreNTIALs • TABLE OF
• REFERENCES

•• 010..-5
'--500.00
Z--400.00
l--lOC.CC
4--Z0C.CC
S--IOC.CC
1- C. OC
1- 100.CO
s- ZOO.OC
g- lOO. DC

10- 400. DC
1I- 500. DC
1Z- 100.OC
Il- 100. DC

P~T

DC1pE

~oo

DMOS VG

'0" SO :2.0 '0 F ,
20

10.0

- p - /)Q. c/Uj-C,Lt~
8tJ '" ciop e. lin~!..

-C0I1C..c.11 t'1.Q..ti"n5
Ln 10 'If em-3.

SEMMY

Fig. 3.8 Equipotential lines (calculated with the

program SEMMY) along with the doping profile

(or a gate potential of 10 Volts. Source,

drain and substrate are grounded, consequently

the currentless situation is considered.
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At a first glance it is obvious that the MOST region can be

modelled by defining a series structure of a large number of

Mas-transistors, each with homogeneous doping concentration

under the gate. The model shown in fig. 3.9 is not con

venient because the number of elements is too large for

practical reasons. The minimum number of standard MaS-tran

sistors in series required to model the MOST region should

be kept a minimum. To determine this minimum number of stan

dard MaS-transistors the electron channel behaviour in the

p-backgate is examined. with the program SEMMY the conduc

tance of the electron channel in the p-backgate as a func

tion of gate-source potential is calculated. The calcula

ted channel conductance curve has led to a better insight

in the electric behaviour resulting in an adequate modelling

of the MOST region with a moderate number of standard PHIL

PAC MaS-transistors.

Fig. 3.9 possible equivalent-circuit diagram of the

MOST region.

3.5.3 Channel conductance calculation

The p-backgate region under the gate is divided two dimen

sionally into sUfficiently fine meshes with respect to the

potential distribution an doping concentration profile as

stated in fig. 3.8. Considering the selected division in

meshes (fig. 3.10) we can see that the channel is divided

into nine elements in a series configuration. The channel

conductance is calculated by first determining the electric

conductance of each channel section individually and then

combining these sections to form the complete channel.
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~i ICo" Ate

o C:ct

t O.10~

n

Division into meshes of the

p-backgate. In the lateral
. _.,....• :"~ ..~_.- -_ .. -
direction nine regions are

observed. The transversal

division is chosen much finer

because of the high potential

gradients that occur

perpendicular to the silicon

surface when a positive

gate-backgate potential is

applied. The 0.20 ~m region

under the gate is divided into

20 meshes of 100A.

Fig. 3.11 One channel section of 0.25 ~m

x 0.20 ~m is shown.

Considering fig. 3.10 it is

sen that the channel region

under the gate is composed of

9 sections in a series

configuration.
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Consider one channel section (fig. 3.11). The conduction in

the x-direction is given by:

6tff ",anne.! I ~I ~y

A~

c:1X' Ay

( 3 .7)

gj

C5"'" eft channel

'vi
q

n(x,y)

p(x,y)

conduction of section i

effective conductivity

channel width

electron charge

electron concentration at (x,y)

electron mobility at (x,y)

We consider the electron mobility depending on the doping

concentration as shown in fig. 3.12. Because the doping

concentration is almost constant in one channel section,

constant mobility per section is assumed. Then gi is given

by:

WI $'Pi 7d~ dy
~i . f n{xJ y) • cJ.xdy-

(~ ~)'\
X.-Xi y=o

W'ic IPi . I· ( 3 .8)-- (AX)2 ,

average electron mobility in section i

II number of electrons per unit length.

This integral is calculated by the SEMMY

program (subroutine CHARNP).
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fl.le.d~on mobiLifJ
i.n (t- silic.on

Fig. 3.12 Electron mobility vs. doping concentration in

n-silicon.

The total channel conductance is given by:

[ii, ~,r (3 .9)

11 to 19 are calculated with SEMMY for several values of

gate-backgate potential differences (the n+ source is

connected to the backgate). These calculations yield the

channel conductance curve shown in fig. 3.13.

The intercept of the extrapolated channel conductance curve

with the Vg abcis yields the threshold voltage (2.9 volts).

The good agreement with the measured threshold voltage of

2.4 volts (see subsection 2.6) suggests that the approxima

tion of the lateral doping profile along with the calcula

tion of the channel conductance as described above are

physically acceptable. The small deviation between calcula

ted and measured threshold voltage is most likely to be due

to the presence of positive oxide charge which is neglected
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in the calculations. When the oxide charge is assumed to be

zero, a threshold voltage of 2.9 volts corresponds with a

doping concentration of 2.5.10 16 cm- 3 for a conventional

MOST with 0.1 pm gate oxide, see DJ

r;-,~o

'C\...
I a

.j % It....:::., 3S·/0..J1. VI
IS'

~ /..
c:
fI I....
\l I:r

"'" 10 /c:: #0

" 1#......- ~c::c:
~" S

"C

" /~

/
/

0 I 1.6 'lj 'r s- f l' 8 , 10 II 12. n I~

'1 ("'Its)

Fig. 3. 13 Calculated channel conductance versus the

gate-source potential. Linear extrapolation of

the channel conductance curve to zero

conductance yields the threshold voltage (2.9

volts) •
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Because we cannot calculate the channel conductance in a

situation when current is flowing through the device, we

have now to determine (by using the curve in fig. 3.13) how

many standard PHILPAC MaS-transistors are needed in a series

configuration to model the MOST region.

It is found (fig. 3.15) that the channel conduction of the

MOST region is adequately modelled with two standard

MaS-transistors.

Now consider the PHILPAC model of the MOST-region given in

fig. 3.14.

Pig. J.,. PBILPAC mOdel of the MOST region, consisting

of two standard MaS-transistors. The bacKgate

is connected to the source.

Numerically the best correspondence of the PHILPAC model

with the calculated curve shown in fig. 3.13 can be derived

by considering the elementary standard MOST equation:

(3.10)
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For low Vds the currentless situation is simulated. The MOST

equation can now be simplified (Vds «V9-VT)'

(3.11)

In fig. 3.14 the first MOST represents the region under the

gate with the highest doping concentration, therefore

VT1 > VT2'

The MOS-transistors are chosen to have equal channel length.

As a consequence their gain factors (6) only slightly differ

due to a difference in electron mobility in the channel.

(because ~ decreases at higher doping concentrations B1 will

be somewhat smaller than 62' see also eq. 3.12).
:

/3 -- (3.12)

w channel width

~ electron mobility

Cox oxide capacitance

L channel length

In appendix A is derived that for VT1 > VT2 and Vds«

Vgs-VT2 the circuit shown in fig. 3.14 can be
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characterized as specified below:

Threshold voltage:

Initial tranconductance (Vgs = VT1):

Final transconductance (V9S »VT1):

The transconductance is defined as

where 9 is the channel conductance:

VT 1

Bl

Bl' B2/(Bl+ B2)

For Vg s »VT 1 and B1 = B2 the channe 1 conductance as a

function of gate-source potential is given by

Conclusion

(3.13)

The channel conductance shown in fig. 3.13 can be simulated

with the PHILPAC circuit given in fig. 3.14. The parameters

Bl' B2' VT1' VT2 can be derived from fig. 3.13~

initial transconductance = 3.5.10- 3 JL-l/v ~ /3, = 3.5" "."A/V~

final transconductance = 8, . p"
/3, + 131.

= I., mA/v'l.

threshold voltage = 2.9 V

The intercept of the asymptote

V7j = 2., V

(Vgs » VT1) with the

yields the value of

see eq. 3.13.

Vgs abcis

Vl'I ... VT1
2

> 1.6 V
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In fig. 3.15 we can see the comparison of the calculated

channel conductance curve (fig. 3.13) and the simulated

channel conductance with the PHILPAC circuit (parameters as

der i ved above).

o

Fig. 3. 15

3.5.5 Conclusions

o 0 0 PHILpA-(. -r~juLt.s

l4; = 2..~ V

1If'l =0·3 V
{3, .. 3.$ ",A/y'l

/3a =1,.2. mA/yL

so I 1" 8 , (t1 II /2. /1 /'1

1 (Y:tt.s)

Comparison of the numerically calculated

channel conductance (fig. 3.13) with the

PBILPAC simulation using the model of fig.

3.14. The maximum deviation of the PBILPAC

results with the numerically calculated curve

is about 7' (for Vg :5V).

The' results shown in fig. 3.15 suggest that the MOST-region

can be modelled with the structure given in fig. 3.14.

Parameters Band VT are determined as illustrated.

In practice channel conductance will be lower because the

electron mobility at the surface is lower than given in

fig. 3.12.
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For the modelling of the MOST region an adequate simulation

circuit is derived consisting of two standard MOS-transis

tors in series. In order to apply this simulation circuit to

the modellingof the MOST region in a lateral high voltage

CMOST, the insights gained must be made useful. Therefore

the following rules are postulated for the characteristic

parameters of the PHILPAC simulation circuit presented in

fig. 3.14.

- Lm1 = Lm2' with Lm presenting the channel length.

~= B2~regarding the mathematical description of the cir

cuit presented in fig. 3.14 as given in appendix A, B1 and

B2 are chosen to be almost equal. In principle it is

allowed in the model that B1 and B2 are completely differ

ent, however, that situation yields no better results with

respect to the modelling of the MOST reqion but it does

complicate the mathematical description of the series

structure given in fig. 3.14.

- VT2 = VT1 - 2 volts, this equality is an empirical

assumption originating from the optimized parameter values

for VT1 and VT2 as given in fig. 3.15. The optimized

values for VT 1 and VT2 are respectively 2.9V and O.3V

which yield a threshold voltage difference of 2.6 V. In

order to calculate a positive value for VT2 in the situ

ation that the measured value of 2.4 V is substituted for

VT1, the threshold voltage difference in the equality is

decreased and set to 2 volts. If desired a threshold vol

tage difference of 2.6 volts may also be specified, how

ever this yields no better modelling results.
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Because the mean doping concentration of the first

MOS-transistor is higher than the doping concentration of

the second transistor, we expect the following inequalities

after correct parameter determination:

- 61: 62

- 8 C1 < 8c2

The first inequality is previously discussed. The parameter

9 c in the second inequality is a PHILPAC parameter that

models velocity saturation effects due to the lateral elec

tric field in the electron channel. At increasing doping

concentration the critical field strength increases (fig.

3.1) and velocity saturation effects are postponed to higher

electric fields. Subsequently the parameter 9 c will be

smaller for the MOST with the highest doping concentration

under the gate.

3.6 Modelling of the injection region

Because electrons can always flow through the n-type injec

tion region this region is always "on", whether a positive

gate potential is applied with respect to the underlying n

layer or not. As an illustration we refer to fig. 2.8 a,

where no accumulation layer is present and fig. 2.9 a,where

accumulation is present under the gate. The electrical

behaviour of this region can be interpreted as a modulated

conductance. Modulation of the accumulation layer by the

gate potential is modelled with a MOS-transistor with nega

tive threshold voltage. The proposed model for the injection

region is given in fig. 3.16. As the conducting n-region

under the gate is connected with the source as well as the

drain in the equivalent-circuit diagram of fig. 3.16, the

bulk contact of the PHILPAC MOS-transistor must be chosen

somewhere between source and drain as indicated.
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Fig. 3.16 Model of the injection region. The substrate

contact of the MOST is connected to the field

dependent conductance 9 as indicated.

The threshold voltage of a MOST is that voltage that has to

be applied to the gate to induce a conducting channel at the

surface. Because the onset of a surface accumulation channel

corresponds to the flat band situation, the threshold

voltage of the MOST in fig. 3.16 equals the flat band

voltage.

As velocity saturation has always to be taken in~o account

(subsection 3.2) the conductance is assumm ed to be field

dependent, see eq. 3.14.

~- = (3.14)

Lo length of the conductance

V electric potential over the conductance

Ed critical field strength in the conductance

3.7 Modelling of the drift region

When the drift region is extracted from fig. 2.6. We

observe the following typical structure:

,

Fig. 3.17

\~

II-ept

p-5ub

I
IQ-Ves

Drift region.
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Two domains can be distinquished in the x-direction: left a

domain with depletion caused by the substrate as well as the

field plate, right a domain with depletion caused by the

substrate only. We will call these domains respectively

drift-1 and drift-2. Their individual geometrical structures

are given in fig. 3.18 a and fig. 3.18 b.

7~""'"J.•.1 {'o/d p'ote
~ ~-

X 'I"" .:r=~ 1:1£'"
I I~'l'1 .,...."' ..

Y n- epi

\

n-epi

p-sub

)('
I

X'
1

Fig. 3.18 a Section of the drift region

which shows double depletion. Fig. 3.18 b

When a positive potential is

applied to the n-epi layer

depletion regions are formed

due to the grounded field plate

and the substrate-epi junction.

Section of the drift region

with single depletion. (For

positive n-epi layer, only a

depletion region due to the

substrate-epi layer junction

is formed.)

To simplify the calculations, the stepped field plate is

represented by an equivalent flat field plate resulting in a

slight difference in domain length. This is shown in fig.

3.19 a and 3.19 b.

A simplified equivalent-circuit diagram for the drift region

is presented in fig. 3.20.
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fl- epi

Fig. 3.19 a

Modified drift region with

double depletion. This region

is called drift-I.

d'l4in. contac.t

n-cpi

p-sub

x"

Fig. 19 b

Drift region with single

depletion. This region is

called drift-2.

The current-voltage relation of eacht domain is derived

individually.

v, [====}-_~v.:"s_-{===::J J.)~ ~

ci-1.lfI,

Fig. 3.20 Simplified equivalent-circuit diagram for the

entire drift region. The drift region is

divided into two sections: drift-I, and

drift-2.
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Consider fig. 3.21.

Pig. 3.21 Depleted regions and electric potentials for

the drift region with double depletion

(drift-1). A positively biased n-epi layer is

assumed with a small potential gradient in the

x-direction.

Similar to the derivation of the MOST and junction-FET

equations [1] we will assume that in the depleted region the

lateral electric field is small compared to the transversal

field. In our situation this is a rather coarse

approximation, however, it yields good results as will be

seen later on.
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The depletion width depending on V(x) and Vbs is given in

equation 3.15 and 3.16. The derivation is given in appendix 81.

cl,lX) = :l.·£si· NA
, ( lI{X) + lis ) (3.15)

't.(~ + NJ»)·Nrt
2-

• Vi'; Jd2[X) = Es' [ d
:2- 2.·c(#. (3.16)

-' • - 0)( +- d.o'/. of-
1-'s;' NdEo.,.

dielectric constant of silicon

dielectric constant of siliconoxide

electron charge

doping concentration of the p-sub

strate

doping concentration of the n-epi layer

oxide thickness under the field plate

local channel potential

For the electric current can be written:

~(x)

w

E (x)

h(x)

D

h (x) =

field dependent electron mobility

channel width

lateral electric field

drift opening

thickness of the epitaxial layer

(3.17)

(3.18 )
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d VOC)fex)= d~ in eq. 3.1 yields

fL-
I + \

dWX)1 L
ClTYEc

(3.19)

After subsitution of (3.19) into (3.17) it follows that

(3.20)

Integration of eq. 3.20 with respect to x yields the desired

current-voltage relation. (Note that Id(x) is independent

of x, and can be treated as a constant when integrating). A

further derivation is given in appendix 82. The result is

presented in eq. 3.21.

I - A .F.. {j(})+ f1!.. d 01C)'( v.:-v,) - !.,·F,.·Rs ['v1+- L-6Sh --(v,+- ~Slt] - r' ~. RrH~+Krth-tl/,+v.//t

]}
d-Ec.L,+l"l-V,) ,tl E.tL 1. 3 __

(3.21)

F1 fit parameter to account for current

spreading effects in the epi layer

F2 fit parameter to account for the

approximation of the stepped field plate

by a shorter equivalent flat field plate

L1 length of region drift-1.
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V,,-

A-

The region drift-l can be seen as a four terminal device

(fig. 3.22) with current-voltage relation as given in eq.

3.21 •

Fig. 3.22 Four-terminal device representing the model of

the drift region with double depletion

(drift-I).

Because of the absence of a field plate, this domain can be

considered a three terminal device as shown below:

Fig. 3.23 Three terminal device representing the model

of the drift region with single depletion

(drift-2) •
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The current voltage relation is derived in appendix 82.

( 3.22 )

L2

rest of the parameters

length of region drift-2.

as specified with eq. 3.21.

The equivalent-circuit diagram of the entire drift region is

shown in fig. 3.24:

Pig_ 3.24 Equivalent-circuit diagram of the entire drift

region. The corresponding current-voltage

relations are givep in eq. 3.21 and eq.3.22.

3.8 Entire DC-model of the high voltage lateral DMOST

The entire model is obtained by combining the separate

models of the MOST-region, the injection region, and the

drift region. The model is shown in fig. 3.25.

This circuit is implemented in the PHILPAC program. For the

MOS-transistors the n-MOS model level 7 is used. The

conductance g parallel to MN3 is implemented as a voltage

depending resistor with current-voltage relation as

specified in eq. 3.23.

I
v (3.23)
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lenght of the conductance

critical field strength in the

conductance

go~1, see eq. 3.14.

Fig. 3.25 Equivalent-circuit diagram of the high voltage

lateral OMOST. MNI to MN3 are 'standard PBILPAC

n-channel MOS-transistors. The current-voltage

relation of the conductance parallel to MN3 is

given in eq. 3.23. Current-voltage

relations of the drift region are given in

eq. 3.21. and eq. 3.22.

The equations 3.21 and 3.22 which describe the

current-voltage behaviour of the drift region can be

implemented similarly in the PHILPAC program.

The effect of the threshold voltage shift lineair with

drain voltage (see subsection 2.4) I is a very small effect

which can be modelled with a voltage source that depends

linearly on the drain voltage of MN2. Due to PHILPAC

convergence problems it appeared not possible to model the

effect with level 7 parameterr which models an apparent

threshold voltage shift linear with drain voltage for a

conventional small geometry MoS-transistor. Therefore an

other solution was found by applying a voltage controlled

voltage source in series with the gate. The final circuit in

PHILPAC is given in fig. 3.26. positive source-substrate

potentials that occur if the device is used as a source

follower are simulated by applying a positive Vbs.
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mn-n-mOST

Vi. - nod~ Vl>lta.,~

Ii - d.i/lision ~"tio

lI'ig. 3. 26 complete equivalent-circuit diagram of the

high voltage lateral DMOST. The dependence of

the drain current on drain potential in the

pentode mode is modelled by parameter r as

stated.

3.8.1. Parameters

The parameters of the n-MOS transistors are those of the

PHILPAC level 7 n-MOS model (see appendix A) .

MN1:VT1' Cox' K 1 ' Lm 1 ' Be 1 ' W, eA1 ' 9 Cl ' r1 ' 2~ fl.

MN2:VT2' Cox' 1(2' Lm2' BD 1 ' W, 9 A2' 9 C2' '(2 1 2fU l·

MN3: VT3' Cox' 1(3' Lm3' BD 1 , W, 8 A3 , 9C3 1 r3 ' 2M' fl·

The parameter concerning the voltage controlled voltage

source is (.

+ /VI
E;· L.

'1=

The

by:

field dependent
1.

conductance parallel
I

to MN3 is described

With parameters:

The position of the bulk contact of MN3 is given by

parameter q.

The drift region with double depletion (drift-l) is

characterized by

(3.21)
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The drift region with single depletion (drift-2) is

characterized by:

(3.22)

Parameters: fit parameters

length of the drift regions 1 and 2

o thickness of the epi-layer

d ox thickness of the oxide under the field

plate

critical field strength in the epi

layer

doping concentration of the

substrate reap. epi layer.

physical quantities:

A

'"foEs• . N.D
21 0 ESt ° N,1>· doy'

2 Eo~
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~.~.l._Dis~u~sio~of the ~H~L~A£ pa£a~e~e£ ~a!u~s_o! the de

vices MNl and MN2

The parameters VT' Band Lm have already been discussed

in subsection 3.5.6. The body factor K is not of interest

for our model because the backgate is connected to the

source,making negative backgate-source potentials

impossible.

For these reasons Kl 2 is set to zero. 9A models the mobi-
I

lity reduction of the electrons in the inversion channel due

to the transversal electric field from the gate. For not too

short channels 9A is to the order of 0.03 V-l.

-t
Although K implicitely defines a h-factor by 1>= 0.3 Jc ('11J+ 2 !,) ,
see (~, where d models the increase of the depletion charge

due to the potential gradient in the electron channel for a

long channel. Because the channel is short, 6 is very small.

The level 7 parameters Yl,2 are set to zero to avoid

PHILPAC convergence problems (see subsection 3.8).
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2;F is the diffusion potential which can be calculated

with 2 I'lF=:Z- h·T.tn NA. Although it can be assumed that the
,.. ~ fli

value of NA equals the mean value of the backgate doping

concentration, the recommended value 2 'F = 0.7 V in the

PHILPAC parameter list J ~ 21 J yields good results.

This region consists of an n-channel MaS-transistor parallel

to a field depending conductance. We will briefly discuss

the parameters of this MaS-transistor. The threshold voltage

of the MOST is defined as the flat band voltage (subsection

3.6) and is empirically chosen to be minus one Volt (in the

circuit simulation it is found that the threshold voltage of

this MOST is not critical at all and may be chosen anywhere

between -1.5 and 0 Volt). As the structure of the injection

region does not consist of an n+ source, n+ drain, and a

p-bulk, the PHILPAC parameters K3 and Y3 are meaningless and

therefore both set to zero.9A3 is to the order of 0.03

v-l, and

( 3.24)

E'l
CJ critical field strength in

the electron channel under

the gate of MN3, see 3150[2]

Anoverview of the accomplished results is given in the next

paragraph.
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The complete DC-model is shown below:

~': "71; _
~n~

I Lt-e::~~~
L..-..----+_----'

, -lis

mn - n-mosT

l-i - nad~ lI!>{to."

Ii - d.ivision 'laLia

Id1 current through the drift region with

double depletion (d r i f t-1 )

Id2 current through the dr ift region with

single depletion (drift-2)
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2 f/F1 •

2 flF2 °

2 (lF3 °

W,

W,

9 A 1 '

2' W, 9 A2'

9A3'

Lm1 ' 6 a l'

L m2, 6 0

L m3 , 6 IJ 3'

MN1: VT1' Cox' Kl'

MN2: VT2' Cox' K2'

MN3: VT3' Cox' K3'

Voltage controlled voltage source: y.

Conductance: Ro ' 9R , c(.

As previously discussed (subsection 3.8.2)

Yl,2,3 = o.
Kl,2,3 = 0,

The model is characterized by 33 parameters.

Physical quantities belonging to the drift region:

t
'to £$;" NJ)° d oYo

lEo:
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In this chapter a DC-model is derived for the lateral high

voltage OMOST. The result is 8 circuit suitable for circuit

analysis with equations and a parameter list as given in the

previous subsection. In the parameter list 33 different

parameters are observed. To make the complete DC-model

usable, an algorithm for parameter determination is given in

the next chapter.
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4. Method for the DC parameter determination

4.1 Introduction

Since number of DC-parameters is large, it is desirable to

measure conform a strict algorithm in which parameters are

determined unambigiously. To avoid excessive curve fitting the

device is measured in several characteristic modes. In each mode

a limited number of parameters is responsible for the electric

behaviour. This leads to a batchwise determination of the

DC-parameter set.

When we consider the high voltage DMOST operating in the pentode

mode (fig. 2.12 a) the current through the device is controlled

by the MOST region. As the MOST region is modelled with two

transistors MN1 and MN2 in series (fig. 3.26), two situations

can be distinquished in the pentode mode: the electron channel

of each MOST is pinched off (MN1 and MN2 operate in the pentode

mode), or only the electron channel of MN2 is pinched off while

MN1 operates in the triode mode.

Consider fig. 4.1 with VT 1>VT2' 81=82' Lm1 = Lm2. For

sufficiently large gate bias (Vg » VT1) the difference in

threshold voltage of MN1 and MN2 can be neglected. As a

consequence the series configuration can be interpreted as a

single MOST with double channel length. When a moderate drain

potential is applied the single MOST operates in the triode

mode. At increasing drain potential the electron channel will

pinch off near its drain. In that situation it is seen that the

electron channel pinches off near the drain belonging to MN2.

Subsequentely MN2 will operate in the pentode mode and MN1 will

continue to operate in the triode mode.

For a moderate gate potential in excess of VT1 the effective

gate bias for MN2 is larger than the effective gate bias for

MN1. This results in a situation in which the conductivity of
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the electron channel under the gate of MNl is much lower than

the conductivity of the electron channel under the gate of MN2.

mnt I V1
mn2

-.L l Volc::rrr v--, TJfL
I ,

~, v,.a.
S, /3,.

L,." L",z

Fig. 4.1 Equivalent-circuit diagram of the MOST region.

Assume that MNl and MN2 both operate in the triode mode. Due to

the difference in channel

conductivity an increase of Vo will cause an almost equal

increase of the drain potential of MNl (VOl). Because Vg is

just in excess of VT1' a small increase of VOl' will lead to

pinch off of the electron channel under the gate of MN1, while

MN2 still operates in the triode mode. If Vo is further

increased the electron channel under the gate of MN2 reaches the

pinch off condition and MN2 also operates in the pentode mode.

In this situation the pinched off channel of MNl injects current

into MN2. Thus MNl defines the current in this mode of

operation. (The source potential of MN2 establishes in such a

way that the current in this MOST equals the saturation current

of MN 1) "

The above deduction leads to the overview shown in fig. 4.2,

where VgT is the gate voltage at which the first MOST (MN1)

switches from triode to pentode mode for sufficiently large

VO" VgT is called the transition gate voltage.
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mn1 mn2

V, < V,T fC."to«~ p~'" for.ie,

~>~T fAA'orA p-t-I'/tool~

Fig. 4. 2 operation modes of the MOST region for

sufficiently large VD'

Van de Wiel [8J has given a derivation of the transition gate

voltage of the form

( 4 • 1 )

-I

8C1 = [E~~. Lm1 ]

critical field strength in the electron

channel under the gate of MN~2
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The overview as shown in fig. 4.2 along with equation 4.1 gives

a structured method by which the parameters of MN1 and MN2 can

be determined.

For Vg<VgT the saturation current is defined by MN1. This

offers the possibility to assign values to the parameters of

MN1. If Vg is increased above VgT the saturation current is

defined by MN1 as well as MN2. In this mode of operation values

can be assigned to the parameters of MN2 while the parameters of

MN1 are already known.

In the derivation of eq. 4.1 the influence of PHILPAC parameter

e A is neglected. A more extensive derivation of eq. 4.1

including parameter 9A has led to the result that e A is of

negligible influence on VgT.

The parameters of the injection region are optimized by curve

fitting.

The maximum drain current at given drain potential is mainly

determined by the drift region parameters.

4.2 The algorithm for the DC parameter determination

D thickness of the epitaxial layer. [M]

d ox thickness of the oxide under the

field plate [M]

Cox oxide capacitance of the gate per

unit area [F/m 2]

Lm1+ Lm2 channel length of the MOST region [MJ

Lm3 channel length of the injection

region [M]

L1 length of the drift region with

double depletion [MJ

L2 leng th of the drift region with

single depletion [M]

W channel width [MJ
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A =

Rs =

Rf =

vo =
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doping concentration of the

p-substrate

doping concentration of the

n-epi layer

N~· q..' PL' Ec ' W

[v]

(see eq. 3.3).

4.2.2. parameter values (discussed in subsection 3.5.6 and 3.8.2

and in the literature)

Lm1 = Lm2

VT2 = ~T1-2V

VT3 = -1V

K1,2,3 = 0

)"1 ,2,3 = 0

2 ¢F = 0.7 V

9 A 1 , 2 , 3 = 0.03 V- 1

at = 0

During the simulation of the DC-behaviour it appeared that

~ had very little influence on the characteristics.

Therefore ~ is set to zero.
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In order to keep the method for DC parameter determination

simple the following two parameters remain fixed in the

algorithm:

Ec = 0.8 • 10 6 V/M

9 c 3= 0.2 V-1

These chosen values can be argued as follows.

In figure 3.1 it is seen that the critical field strenght for

electrons in low doped silicon is 0.8 V/pm. The parameter 9c3

is calculated by substituting eq. 3.3 (Vdsat = PL.EC") into eq.

3.24 (9 c = [E c ".Lm]-1) this yields

( 4 .2)

Pchannel

Lchannel

Electron mobility in the surface

channel under the gate.

Saturation drift velocity for

electrons (1 05 m/ s) •

Channel length.

From numerous MOST data for Pchannel the empirical relation

holds

Pchannel = 0,5 Pbulk (4 .3 )

AS can be seen in fig. 3.12 the bulk mobility for electrons in

the low doped injection region is 1200 cm 2/vs.

The channel length of MN3 is about 3 pm (fig. 3.7). Substitution

of the derived values into eq. 4.3 and eq. 4.2 gives the fixed

value of 9 c3.
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In order to calculate the transition gate voltage with eq. 4.1

an estimation of 9 c 1 and 9 c 2 must be evaluated. For MN1 and MN2

the mean doping concentration under the gate is estimated to be

respectively 3.10 16 cm- 3 and 2.10 15 cm- 3 (see fig. 3.8). From

fig. 3.12 the corresponding bulk mobilities for the electrons

are obtained. This yields for MN1 and MN2 respectively 800

cm 2/vs and 1050 cm 2/Vs.

Substitution of these values into eq. 4.3 and eq. 4.2 gives

9 C 1 = 0.4 V-1

9c2 = 0.5 V- 1

The transition gate voltage is calculated with eq. 4.1:

4.2.5 Initial values

To start the determination of parameters from the measured

DC characteristics, initial values must be assigned to the

parametes. For convenience the intial values for the gain

factors are chosen to be equal.

~ = 10 PA/V2D 1,1,3

The initial values for 9 c 1 and 9 c 2 are already derived in the

previous subsection:

9C 1 = 0.4 v-1

9c 2 = 0.5 V-1

The fit parameters F1 and F2 are set to unity:

F1 =
F2 =
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For eR' Ro ' Y the following initial values are substituted:

eR = 0

y = 0

Ro = 100A (empirical estimation)

4.2.6. Parameters which are determined during the

measurements

There are eleven parameters that have to be assessed by the

measuring procedure:

VT1, BD1 ' BD1 ' BCI , ec l' 9 c 2' r ' Ro , eR' Fl' F2

The measuring procedure is given in a flow diagram.

The flow diagram together with the previous statements presents

a converging algorithm to determine the DC parameters of a given

high voltage lateral DMOST with a structure similar to fig. 2.1.

The algorithm is applicable to the PHILPAC DC model presented in

fig. 3.26.
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Start

~
source and substrate of the

device must be grounded

measure from the given high voltage

lateral OHOST the threshold

voltage, this is the value of VTl

J
Substitute into the model the ~u.!n!i!i.!.s_

~e!e~m!n.!.d_b~ !h.!. .fr~c.!.s.! .14..:.2..:.11 along with the

derived values in the .!s.!u~P!i~n.! .14..:.2..:.21._

substitute the !i~e~ .fa~a~e!e~s_(~.~.l)_

~
calculate VgT (4.2.4)

Measure the drain current as a function

of gate voltage in the pentode mode
~.... (see also fig. 2. 15) for Vg .. VgT'

The variable parameters in the model are 8111 and ecl
Optimization yields values for 801 , e c t •

J
Measure the drain current as a function

of gate potential in the pentode mode

for Vg > VgT'

The variable parameters in the model are 802 and e c 2
Optimization yields values for 8 02 , e c2

1\

'\I

Calculate VgT by substituting the more realistic values

of eel and e c2 into eq. 4. 1 •

W
Substitute YES This more realistic value of VgT differs

'-- for VgT its ..... so much from the value previouslyr-
new value calculated that above measurements

are not '1al id.

I NO

\It
Por a sufficiently large gate potential the

drain current reaches its maximum in the triode

mode for given Vd' see also fig. 2. t 5 •

Measure this maximum drain current in the tr iode

mode as a function of VO'

~
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\lI- optimize by fitting the parameterscurve

... Ro • eRr 1" 1 -

J
Measure ;IX"'-'n in the triode mode

IV,..t~

for large Vd- The transistor should almost

operate in the maximum mode. see fig _ 2 _ 15_

Optimize by curve fitting the parameter 8D3

\11
~ The PBILPAC simulation "-

NO yields sUfficiently accurate- results with respect to tbe

measured characteristics_ /

YES
lit

,Apply a negative substrate potential (Vbs)

I J,
Measure the maximum drain current in the

triode mode as a function of Vo-

J
Optimize 1"2-

J
V The PBILPAC simulation '\

NO

.- yields sufficiently accurate

-- results witb respect to the

~
measured characteristics_ /

YES

Measure tbe drain current in tbe pentode

mode as a function of Vo and Vg _

~
I Optimize t I

I END I
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5. PHILPAC DC simulation with optimized parameters

5.1 Introduction

The measured DC characteristics of a high voltage lateral DMOST

are shown in subsection 2.4. To these curves the algorithm for

parameter determination as presented in the previous chapter

has been applied. The algorithm yields fast convergence of the

DC parameter set, and the loops are only run through a few

times.

The values of the parameters that have been obtained are

substituted into the derived DC model (subsection 3.8.4) and the

DC characteristics have been simulated.

A comparison is made between measured and simulated

characteristics.

5.2. Obtained values of the DC parameters

The algorithm presented in subsection 4.2.7 has been applied on

the measured characteristics shown in fig. 2.13. The DC model

parameters that have been obtained are listed below.

MNl : VT 1=2.4V . Cox = 3.4 . 10- 4 F/m 2 . Kl=O, ,

Lml = 1.0.10- 6 m Bel = 1 .0 .10 -S' AV-2. ; W=" 5.10- 4 m ; .

eAl = 0.03 v- 1 ;eC1=0.15 v-l 1'1 =0 ; 2l2l F= 0.7 V.

MN2: VT2=0.4 V ; Cox=3.4 • 10- 4F/m 2 K2 = 0

Lm2 = 1.0.10- 6m ; B0 2= 1.2 .10- 5 AV- 2 W= 5.10- 4 m

eA2= 0.03 v- 1 e c 2= 0.30 v-l ; Y2=0 ; 2l2lF= 0.7 V.

MN3: VT3=-1.0 V ; Cox = 3.4 . 10- 4F/m 2 K3 = 0

Lm3 = 3.0 10- 6 m . BD3= 3.0 . 10- 6 AV- 2 W= 5.10- 4m,

e A3= 0.03 v-l ; e c3 = 0.2 v- 1 . )"3=0 ; 2l2l F=0.7 V•,
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voltage controlled voltage source: y= 2.3 • 10- 4v- 1 •

Conductance parallel to MN3 : Ro = 90 .J1. e R = 0,22 c( =0.

Drift region: Fl =0.6 7 F2 =0.9 7 Ll =8 . 10- 6m

L2 = 18 . 10- 6 m Ec = 8 105 vIM

0 = 2 . 10- 5m dox= 1 • 0 10- 6m

NA= 0.5. 10 15 cm- 3 NO= 1 • 0 . 10 15 cm- 3 •

physical quatities: A .. 8 • 10 3 C M-l S-l

Rs = 6.7 • 10- 7 M v- 0 • 5

Rf= 1.1 • 10- 6 M v- 0 • 5

VO" 6.9 v.

5.3 Simulated DC characteristics

The DC model presented in subsection 3.8.3 has been implemented

in the circuit simulation program PHILPAC. The values of the pa

rameters as listed in subsection 5.2 are substituted into the DC

model and the DC characteristics simulated.

Consider the DC model presented in fig. 3.26. A standard DC ana

lysis of this circuit gives convergence problems in PHILPAC.

These problems are due to the series structure of MNl and MN2.

Two convergence problems occur in DC analysis. First, for zero

gate, drain and substrate bias the program has difficulties cal

culating the zero node voltages, especially the zero drain vol

tage of MN1. Secondly, assuming a given gate bias that slightly

differs from the transition gate voltage (VgT ), a stepwi-

se increase of the drain potential leads to convergence problems

for sufficiently large VO. Inspection of the convergence
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procedure yields that the program cannot calculate the node

potentials after the step in drain potential in which both

MNl and MN2 switch from the triode to the pentode mode. Note

that for Vg > VgT MNl remains in the triode mode when Vd is

increased (see fig. 4.2). For Vg < VgT MNl switches from

the triode mode to the pentode mode at increasing Vd while

MN2 still operates in the triode mode. However, if Vg = VgT

MNl and MN2 will both switch from the triode to the pentode

mode simultaneously for increasing Vd. This leads to

convergence problems in the PHILPAC program~ the program

seems unable to distinquish between pentode and triode mode

for MN 1 •

The probability of MNl and MN2 switching from the triode to

the pentode mode in the same step in drain voltage decreases

if the stepsize in drain voltage is decreased. Therefore the

latter convergence problem can be avoided when the drain

voltage is increased in infenitesimal steps. This condition

is satisfied in a PHILPAC transient analysis in which the

drain potential is defined to equal the time parameter. This

transient analysis results in an increase of the drain

potential in infenitesimal steps.

An initial solution defining zero potential at all nodes is

given by grounding all nodes with the PHILPAC element NODE.

For zero time NODE presents a short, thus defining zero

potential at all nodes. For time unequal to zero, the

element NODE exhibits an infinite resistance and can be

neglected in the circuit.
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In fig. 5.1 and fig. 5.2 the measured Ids - Vds

characteristics are shown with the corresponding curves

simulated by the program PHILPAC. Comparison of the

simulated curves with the measured characteristics yields

that the maximum deviation between simulated and measured

curves is 5\. In fig. 5.3 and fig. 5.4 the measured Ids-Vds

characteristics are shown in the situation that the Vds

abcis is extended to higher drain voltages in order to show

the dependence of the drain current on the drain potential

in the pentode mode. Comparison of the simulated curves with

the measured characteristics yields that the slope in the

Ids - Vds characteristics in the pentode mode is adequately

modelled by the parameter y. The deviation between measured

and simulated curves again is less than 5\.
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F i9. 5. 1 Measured Ids-Vds characteristics. Fig. 5.2

Simulated Ids-Vds characteristics. The value of

the parameter TIME on the Vds abcis equals the

value of the drain potential in volts.
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~S (~ltS)
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Fig. 5.3

Fig. 5.4

Measured Ids-Vds characteristics. The Vds-abcis is

extended to high drain voltages in order to show

tbe Ids dependence on the drain potential in the

pentode mode •
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simulated Ids-Vds characteristics. The dependence

of the drain current on the drain potential in the

pentode mode is adequately modelled by the

parameter y. Tbe value of the parameter TIME on

the Vds abcis equals the value of the drain

potential in volts.
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5.4 Spread in the measured characteristics

TO evaluate the spread in electric behaviour of the high

voltage lateral DMOST, 15 identical devices on one silicon

wafer have been measured. For each device the threshold

voltage and the Ids-Vds characteristics similar to the

characteristics presented in fig. 5.1 have been measured.

Because a difference in threshold voltage has an influence

on the drain current for given gate and drain potential it

is useless to consider the characteristics in a region where

Vg has considerable influence on the drain current.

Therefore a comparison between the measured devices is made

considering the situation in which the gate potential has no

influence on the drain current. This situation occurs for

sufficiently large gate bias. As a consequence the measured

devices are compared for large Vg • Therefore only the

envelopes of the Ids-Vds curves are compared. The observed

diversities are best expressed in terms of standard

deviation. Comparison of the maximum deviations in the

envelope of the Ids-Vds curves yields a standard deviation

of 6%. Comparison of the 15 measured threshold voltages

yields a standard deviation of 1%.

5.5 Conclusion

The spread in the measurements is to the order of the

deviation between measured and simulated DC

characteristics. Therefore it can be stated that the DC

model presented in subsection 3.8.3 with the corresponding

algorithm for the parameter determination is sufficiently

accurate for the simulation of the DC behaviour of a lateral

high voltage DMOST.
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5.6 ' Model predictions for a change in geometry

In subsection 4.2.1. several geometry parameters can be

observed, such as D (thickness of the epitaxial layer), dox

(thickness of the oxide under the field plate) ,~(length of

region drift-1), L2 (length of region drift-2). To evaluate

the accuracy of the model with respect to these parameters,

it is desirable to investigate the correspondence between

measured and simulated characteristics of the high voltage

lateral DMOST for different geometries. unfortunately only

one silicon wafer with devices which are different in geome

try was available. On this silicon wafer several high volta

ge lateral DMOST'S are integrated with all the process

parameters identical. to those stated in subsection 5.2 ,

except the thickness of the epitaxial layer which is 14 pm

instead of 20 pm. Referring to the operation of the device

as described in chapter two, a decrease of the maximum drain

current at given drain potential is expected with respect to

the characteristics shown in fig. 5.1. (because the thick

ness of the epitaxial layer is decreased, the resistance of

the drift region is increased).

In fig. 5.5 the measured Ids-Vds characteristics are shown

for a lateral high voltage DMOST with an epitaxial layer of

14 pm. Fig. 5.6 gives the corresponding curves simulated by

the program PHILPAC. In the simulation the parameters are

not changed with respect to the parameters that are used for

the simulation of the characteristics presented in fig. 5.1

and fig. 5.2. Only D = 14 pm instead of D = 20 pm is sub

stituted into the DC model and without an optimization

procedure the fit parameters F1 and F2 are slightly changed:

F1 = 0.7 is substituted instead of F1 = 0.61 F2 = 0.7 is

substituted instead of F2 = 0.9. A simulation of the DC

characteristics with changes in parameter values as

mentioned above yields an accuracy of 15%.
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Fig. 5.5 Measured Ids-Vds characteristics for a lateral

high voltage OMOST with a 14 pm epitaxial layer.
Fig. 5.6

Simulated Ids-Vds characteristics for a lateral

high voltage OMOST with a 14 pm epitaxial layer.

The model parameters are the same as used in the

simulation shown in fig. 5.2, except for 0 is

substituted 14 pm instead of 20 pm and the fit

parameters are slightly changed. The parameters

are not optimized.
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5.7 Conclusion

The substitution of another value for the thickness of the

epitaxial layer in the model yields good results with res

pect to the simulation of the DC characteristics. Even with

out further optimization of the parameters, but only

slightly changing the fit parameters F1 and F2 an accuracy

of 15% is achieved.This fact suggests strongly that the

physical meaning of the geometry parameter D (thickness of

the epitaxial layer) is adequately represented in the DC

model. Although it has not been possible to investigate the

validity of the model with respect to changes in other

geometry parameters, we can stil conclude, also referring to

the good results as descr ibed in subsection 5.. 3.2 and 5.5 ,

that the physical meaning of the geometry parameters is

adequately represented in the DC model. Therefore we may

expect that moderate changes in geometry will be adequately

described by the model.
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6. Input gate capacitance of the high voltage lateral DMOST

6.1 Introduction

The input gate capacitance of an n-channel DMOST at nonzero

drain current bias exceeds that of a similar conventional

MOST. This effect is due to the behaviour of the mobile

electrons in the device.

The gate capacitance of the high voltage lateral DMOST is

measured as a function of gate-source potential. The

measured C-V curves are explained and simulated via the

derived model.

6.2 Gate capacitance measurements

The input gate capacitance of a high voltage lateral DMOST

is evaluated in the measuring arrangement shown in fig.

6.1. The gate capacitance is measured as a function of DC

gate-source potential for zero and nonzero drain current.

Nonzero drain current is realised by applying a positive

drain-source potential. The C-V curve is measured for

Vds=2SV. Fig. 6.2 shows the measured curves, the observed

increase in gate capacitance is typical for an n-channel

DMOST.

l d-zain

~_ f,

Fig. 6.1 Measuring arrangement for the evaluation of the

input gate capacitance.
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Fig. 6.2 C-V curves of the input gate capacitance. The

curves are measured for Vds·O (zero dr~in current)

and Vds· 25 V (nonzero drain current) at f-' MHz.

6.3 Discussion

When a drain current is present in the high voltage lateral

DMOST, the gate capacitance exceeds that of a comparable

conventional MOST. This phenomenon leads to a poorer HF

performance than would be expected at first sight. The

effect is due to the behaviour of the mobile electrons in

the electron channel and can be explained in terms of

transconductance. Consider fig. 3.14 which shows the model

of the MOST region.
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P' ig. 3. 14 Model of the MOST region.

At gate bias just exceeding VT l the transconductance of

the MOST region (DMOST) is determined by the first channel

part i.e. the electron channel under the gate of MN1. In

this case the MOST region can be modelled by MNl and MN2 in

a series structure in which MNl represents a MOST with a

much shorter channel length than MN2. At increasing gate

bias the channel length of MNl increases and the channel

length of MN2 decreases in the model. Assume that a moderate

gate bias is applied for which MNl represents a MOST with a

much shorter channel length than MN2. In that situation the

transconductance of MNl exceeds the transconductance of

MN2. A high transconductance means a high "signal current"

in the device which is injected into the electron channel of

MN2. This large injected ·signal current" exceeds the

·signal current· caused by the transconductance of MN2.

Therefore the injected signal charge cannot be adequately

transported by the electron channel of MN2 and subsequentely

induces a charge in the gate leading to an increase in gate

capacitance. At sufficiently large gate bias the MOST region

can be interpreted as one conventional MOST and the input

gate capacitance drops to the usual value.
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6.4 Gate capacitance simulation with the DC-model

The input gate capacitance is accounted for by five

individual capacitors associated with the DC-model as

depicted in fig. 6.3.

mn - n.- rnos T

~ - "ocJ~ lII>ltg1~

Ii - eli IIi s ion '\Alio

Fig. 6.3 The input gate capacitance is modelled in the

model by five capacitors.

Cgs

Cgf

Cg b1

Cg b2

Cg b3

gate-source capacitance of MN1

gate-field plate capacitance

gate-backgate capacitance of MN1

gate-backgate capacitance of MN2

gate-backgate capacitance of MN3

Cgs and Cgf are fixed capacitors, independent of the

operation mode of the device. Cg b1, Cg b2 and Cg b3 present

the charge balance between gate and backgate of the

corresponding devices.

In PHILPAC the input gate capacitance is simulated with the

model given in fig. 6.3. Because the parameter ~ has

negligible influence on the DC-characteristics the C-V

curves are simulated for several values of q. The

simulations have been carried out with the optimized DC

parameters as listed in chapter 5. Cg b1 to Cg b3 are gate

capacitances which are described by the MOS level 7

equations that are given in [12J. Cgs and Cgf are
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fixed capacitors and optimized with respect to the C-V curve

for zero drain current.

The simulated and measured curves can be compared in fig.

6.4. It is seen that for nonzero drain current q= 0 yields

the best results.

6

s

2

hit!,1 IIOIfa.'J&- ttl-ttl "lal DmOST

c-v CUA,.V4. ~ F= I mH'!

<II <II <II ",~tlt ....~. e:.-Y,L

PH1tl'I/C. s;","1."'''''

2e"10 cVia.il'l CU-f41nfJ It=o

I It> I~

1-1s (volt s)

Fig. 6.4

6.5 Conclusion

comparison of the measured and simulated C-V

curves.

For ~= 0 the model yields fair correspondence between the

measured and simulated c-v curves. Apart from numerical

differences between the measured and simulated values it can

be stated that the shape of the simulated c-v curve

corresponds fairly well with the shape of the measured curve

for nonzero drain current. Therefore it may be concluded

that the derived model with the corresponding parameters is

a valid representation of the physical operation of the high

voltage lateral DMOST.
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7. Temperature dependence of the threshold voltage

7.1 Introduction

The threshold voltage of a conventional n-channel MOST is

given by:

Vlt· is':' f,.' NA • If. i

Colt
( 7 • 1 )

~ms workfunction difference between

gate and underlying silicon [v]

sur face charges per unit area [CM-2 ]

oxide capacitance per unit

area

dielectric constant of

silicon

electron charge

doping concentration
built-in voltage

[FM -2 ]

[FM-1J
(c]
[M-3j
[v]

If the workfuntion difference ~ms and the oxide capacitance

are essentially independent of temperature, differentiation

of eq. 7.1 with respect to temperature yields.

( 7 .2)

with I--.
T

( 7.3 )

£,.. bandgap energy

See also Sze, [1J. Equation 7.2 presents an almost lineair

decrease in threshold voltage at increasing temperature.

When the calculated threshold voltage of 2.9 volts as depic-
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ted in fig. 3.13 is considered, a corresponding doping

concentration of 2.5 • 10 16 cm- 3 has to be assumed (see

subsection 3.5.3). It can be interpreted that this effective

doping concentration determines the threshold voltage.

Subsequently it may be expected that the temperature

dependence of the threshold voltage also corresponds with

this effective doping concentration. Therefore NA = 2.5 •

10 16 cm- 3 is substituted into eq. 7.2. This yields for dVr
elI

at room temperature (T= 25°C):

dVr 10etT = -3.7 mv C

Eg(T=O) = 1 .1 ev

7.2 Temperature measurements of the threshold voltage

The threshold voltage is measured by determining the gate

bias for different temperatures that has to be applied to

induce a drain current of 20 ~A when the device operates in

the pentode mode, see fig. 2.16. The results are presented

in fig. 7.1. It can be observed that for room temperature

(T=25°C) S~ = -4 mV/oC.

This temperature dependence corresponds with the expected

value which is based on the effective doping concentration

under the gate (-3.7 mv/OC).
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Fig. 7. 1

7.3 Conclusion

Measured threshold voltage shift of the

investigated high voltage lateral DMOST. On one

silicon vafer eight identical devices are

measured. The spread in 6VT vas less than 4'.

The temperature dependence of the threshold voltage of the

lateral DMOST corresponds to that of a conventional MOST if

an effective doping concentration is assumed for the DMOST.

The effective doping concentration is the concentration that

corresponds with the observed threshold voltage of the

DMOST.
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Appendix A

Consider the series structure given in fig. 1 with VTl >

VT2 and 81 = 82.

L
~ c::ITT

VT,

8,

F i9. 1. PBILPAC circuit.

~ >0 andAssume VTI ., VT 2. ... b

Equations:

Idl=81 (V g -V s -VT 1) (Vdl-Vs) for

Id2=82 (Vg-Vdl-VT1+ h ) (Vd-Vdl) for

Vg-V s > VTl

Vg-Vdl > VT1- 0

Define the conductance of MNl and MN2 respectively gl and

g2.

9 1"8 1 (Vg-V s-VT 1 ) for Vg-Vs > VTl

9 2=8 2 (Vg-Vd1 -VT 1+ h for Vg -Vdl > VT 1- b

Since VDS « VGS - VT2 and Vs < Vd 1 < Vd the value of

Vdl can be approximated by Vs in the above

equations.

This yields

gl=81 (V g -V s -VT1) for Vg-Vs > VTl ( 1 )

92=82(V9 -V S -VT1+h) for Vg_V s > VT1- /) ( 2 )
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Conclusions------

It is seen from eq. 1 and eq. 2 that the series structure is

only conducting for Vg - Vs > VT 1. Thus the .!h!.e~h£l~

~olt~g~ £f~t~e_s~rle~~t!.u~t~r~ lS_VT1~

Assume Vg = VS+VT1+E. substitution of this assumption in

eq. 1 and eq. 2 results in the following values for the

conductances:

The total conductance of the series structure is given by:

( 3 )

For E «IJ this yields 9t<Jt = ~, = S,'E and subsequently .!h~

.!r~n~c£n~u~t~n~e_f£r_v~-~s_j~s.!In_e~c~s~ £f_VT1_i~ ~ive~

£Y_B~,_s~e_e~._4~

=,8, (4)

B1 is called the in i ti al tr anscond uc tance. For t »J the total

conductance is given by

28, . 8,.. €

(13, r S ... ). e
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Subsequently the transconductance for Vg-V s »VT1 is given

by IJ, . 8t ,si nee
13, t /4 1

is called the final transconductance.

The curve of the total conductance versus the gate-source

potential (fig. 3.15) exhibits an asymptote for (Vg-Vs)~ 00

The equation of this asymptote is derived by substituting

eq. 1 and eq. 2 into eq. 3:

.s,. 192 • (~ - Vs - Vi, ) .(v, - Ys - Vr, + J)

~'(v,-VS-'1;) +- IJ,:(V,- '1-"1; ~,()

For (Vg-V s »> J and 81 = 82 the total conductance is

approximated by:

gtot=

( 5 )
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Equation 5 describes the asymptote of the total conductance

versus gate-source potential for (Vg - Vs)~OO The

intercept of this asymptote with the (Vg-V s ) abcis (gtot=O)

yields the mean value of the threshold voltages.
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For a pn-junction the total depletion witdth is given by

\.V =

dielectric constant of silicon

electron charge

doping concentration of the p-substrate

doping concentration of the n-epi layer

built-in voltage

reverse potential over the pn-junction.

Substituting

depi

dsub

depi·ND = dsub·NA

depi+dsub = W

depletion width in epi-layer

depletion width in p-substrate

yields an expression for depi:

d. .-o.p'

The situation presented in fig. 3.21 leads to the

substitution:

1/ - V( X) + Lisv"'ev -
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Because Vbi is to the order of 0.7 volts and interesting

depletion regions exist for reverse potentials over the

junction which are to the order of magnitude of decades of

Volts, Vbi can easily be neglected with respect to VBS.

Therefore the depletion width of the epi layer is given by:

The energy band diagram is shown below. At zero applied bias

it is assumed that no difference between the metal

workfunction ¢m and the semiconductor workfunction ¢s

exists.

Pig. 1. Energy-level diagram of the aluminium field

plate, oxide and n-epi layer.
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For positive applied voltage Vapp the band dia~ram along with

charge distribution is given in fig. 2. The depletion width

and oxide thickness are indicated with respectively d 2 and

d ox '

-k======= f·
'---- - - - - - - -- Ef) I

~-------EIi'

Fig. 2. Energy-level diagram along with the

corresponding charge distribution. The n-epi

layer is biased positively with respect to the

aluminium field plate.

,)'J.'l~) = _j1(X) _ - ~.I\t.t. J(

Solving the poisson equation ~
iJ )C Esc' Esi

~ is given by the band bending at the silicon surface.

Ys= ( 1 )
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For the depletion charge is derived

q = d . a· Nd.
d..pl 2 Y

The electric potential across the oxide layer can be

expressed in the depletion charge

( 2 )

ctd epl

Cox

( 3 )

Because the applied voltage appears partly across the oxide

and partly across the silicon, the following equation holds

(4 )

Elimination of Qdepl and ~s from the equations (1) to (4)

gives a quadr atic equation for d 2 0

- Va.pp

solving this quadratic equation yields the relation between

the depletion width and the applied voltage:

_ E,i 'I.
~. Esi V-el.,. + lSi- Cox C.: + -. cpt>
If,.·N,,

l
<,i [ d

~ :z..£..~
• ~pp

J
- -- - /1". + olD'" ;-

J'~'£si£011

wi th oxide capacitance per unit area.
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In the derivation of the depletion width caused by the field

plate it is assumed that no inversio? layer of holes is

formed. At suffieciently large band bending inversion of

thermally generated holes will occur at the silicon

surface. However, because the drain of the lateral DMOST is

positively biased with respect to the source, a surface

potential gradient from drain to source is present, causing

the generated holes to drift towards the p-backgate (see

fig. 3). When a positive gate potential is applied such that

the device operates in the pentode mode, a moderate hole

concentration remains present under the field plate due to

the potential barrier at the surface caused by the potential

difference between gate and field plate (the gate is

positively biased with respect to the grounded field plate).

This situation is illustrated in fig. 4. For a sufficiently

high gate potential the electron channel in the MOST region

is no t pin c he doff and a n ace u m u I a t ion 1aye r

is present under the gate. In this situation a smaller

potential well is observed under the field plate. This

potential well at the silicon surface is caused by the band

bending that occurs in the transition from accumulated to

depleted silicon. This situation is shown in fig. 5.

Since the hole concentration in the potential wells depicted

in fig. 4 and fig. 5 is only present in a small area under

the field plate, it is neglected in the derivation of the

depletion width due to the field plate.
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Fig. 3

Depletion regions along with the surface

potential for positive drain bias and grounded
gate.

--------vi

o

Fig. 4

Depletion regions, current path, and surface

potential for a moderate gate bias. The high

voltage DMOST operates in the pentode mode

(VD>O) •

Due to the potential difference between the

gate and grounded field plate a potential

barrier is formed at the surface. In the

resulting potential well holes are trapped at

the surface.
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Fig. 5 Depletion regions, current path, and surface

potential for a more positive gate

bias. The high voltage DMOST operates in the

triode mode (VD" 0). A small potential well

is observed at the silicon surface.



Appendix B2

The current-voltage relation of the domain drift-1 is

derived by integrating the electron current from X1 to X2.

See equation 3.20.

+ I~I/dX lE. c

•hlx) (3. 20)

\

Equation 3.15 and 3.16 are substituted into eq. 3.18.

Further subsitution of eq. 3.18 into eq. 3.17 yields eq. 5

which is shown on the next page along with the integration

procedure. After integrating eq. 5 the equality L1=X2-X1 is

substituted.
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For convenience the derived current-voltage relation is

presented as follows:

Id;::Ec'LI~(v,.-V,)-. [(D+- f;.clolt)·(v,.-v,)- t .Rs~~4-L1,Sh-(v,4-v.SIt]- ~ . Rrf!I{+~)3A_(L/,+v,./I&J}
( 6 )

L,= Xl. -)(, (length of region drift-1)

(reduction due to substrate)

(reduction due to field plate)

Vo=
1

tJ· Esi • NJ) • dOll

-a,. t..}

By interpreting this equation as described on the previous

page, it is obvious that the current voltage relation of the

second d~ft domain (drift-2) is immediately derived by

removing from eq. 6 the term representing the depletion

caused by the field plate. (Note that the term £Es•• «(I""(~-v,)...
is also originating from the depletion due to the

field plate, see eq. 3.16}.
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The current voltage relation for region drift-2 is presented

below.

( 7)

(length of region drift-2)

The assumption of neglecting the lateral electric field for

depletion calculations will hold rather well in the centre of

the dr ift domains (mid in between X1' X2 and X2' X3).

However, at the boundary's of the drift structure this

approximation is no longer valid, this is clearly seen in

fig. 6, which is a modified magnification of fig. 2.9 a.

Because the electrical current does not flow uniformely

through the undepleted epi layer of the drift region, the

effective drift opening will be smaller than the calculated

value of hex) in eq. 3.18. This results in a lower

conductivity of the drift region than calculated. The effect

isma i n I y 0 b s e r v e d a t X = Xl' X = X2', X = X3 (f i g. 6).

Therefore the conductivity of the total drift region will be

considerably lower than calculated with eq. 6 and eq. 7. To
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x, X'
1

+Vo

/

p-sub

I--rr
I
I
Xi

Fig. 6 IllustEotion of tbe CUEEent lines in the dElft

Eeg1on.

model this deviation a fit parameter F1 is included in the

current-voltage relations of the drift domains (eq. 6 and

eq. 7) lowering the conductivity of these domains.

drift-1 :

I = A 'F..r(.D+!i!..dOK)·(~-V,)-~ .R$K'1+-v;,Sh-{v,~~Sh.J- : .Rrg~+v;,)3h-ll/,+~l"Jl
d Ec·L, + (\ti-v,) I 11 E...,. J

drift-2:

Fit parameter. Empirically estimated F1 will

have a value somewhere between 0.5 and unity.
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Since the stepped field plate is approximated by an

equivalent flat field plate (see fig. 3.1a), we may have to

correct for small errors due to this approximation.

Therefore a second fit parameter F2 is included, resulting

in the following equations:

drift-1:

I d =£ ~ _ ) oF, .r(D+ tiL, dox)'( ~-v,)- 31 'G.'Rsg~ 4-L'isSh-(v,+- '1Sh.]- -3'2., ~. Rf ' gv,. +v,,)lh_ {K+v.lItJl
c·L,+ v~ v. l' E.,. J

(3. 21)

drift-2:

(3.22)

Fit parameters. F2 is used to correct for ~m~l!

errors as described above, and will

therefore be close to unity

It may have come to notice that the two drift domains are

treated equally with respect to the fit parameters. The

reason that no distinction is made in the set of fit

parameters, by using for example F1/F2 for drift-1 and

F3/F4 for drift-2, is that the two drift regions must be

considered together as one total structure that has to be

characterized by as few parameters as possible.

We must also bear in mind that the derived equations are

valid only for electric potentials where h(x) (see eq. 3.18)

is not negative. However, this is no problem. If the

standard MOST equation is considered, the drain current

versus gate potential represents a parabola.
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The negative part of the parabola has never

difficulty in computations, because dIJ~
d V'ols

gives the saturation drain-source

been a

=0

voltage and

thus the upper limit for VDS at which eq. 3.10 still

holds. Consider the equivalent-circuit diagram of the drift

region (shown in fig. 3.24). When numerical circuit/

calculations using eq. 3.21 and eq. 3.22 yield :~J <: 0
3 V"Vbs:: ,"""St-.

the problem mentioned above can be solved by using a

statement Id=Idmax' where

Fig. 3.24 Equivalent-circuit diagram of the entire drift

region. The corresponding current-voltage

relations are given in eq. 3.21 and eq.3.22.

Idmax is the maximum current for given V1 and Vbs that can

flow through the drift region, similar to the saturation

current of a standard MOST. See also paragraph 2.3 (maximum

mode). In a set of equations this maximum current is given

by:

with

Idmax = Id(V3sat)!.
~ I "bs ~ crmstan t

V3sat = saturation voltage at wich JIJ =0 for
~l.)

a given value of V1 and Vbs

Differentiating Id with respect to V3 is easily done by a

computer, but analytically not possible, because Id(V3)

is not given in a closed form equation.
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